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ScandiNews is an internet portal and entertainment TV-channel for people, who are 
genuinelly interested in Northern Europe

We write and make movies about travels, life-style, fashion, culture, language, 
cuisine, real estate for Russian-speaking audience of the infinite internet

ScandiNews editorial office comprises professionals in journalism, tele-
documentary, PR, social psychology, international economics and computer science. 
We have wide experience and worked for leading TV-channels and radio stations, 
state authorities and Fortune-500 business organizations

ScandiNews today is the one and the only internet media in Russian language 
with no competitors in the field



There are 270 000 000 of Russian-speaking people in the world, and about 60% of 
them are active internet users (~162 000 000). Some 60 000 000 of them live in 
Russia and the rest lives everywhere around the world

For example, in London alone there are about 300 000 of Russian-speaking people

More than 200 000 in Berlin

250 000 in Paris

About 250 000 in NewYork

They are students, writers, models and artists, young professionals from former-
USSR. And 82% of them prefer to read news in Russian

Facts and numbers



Our audience:

Men 61.3%
Women 38.7%

Age

1.2% below 18 y.o.
8,43% - 18-24 y.o.
49.4% - 25-34 y.o.
28.9% - 35-44 y.o.
12.0% - 45 y.o. and older
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purchasing power

   
       58% - high

       39% - middle

       3% - low

Education level

        63% - higher education

        31% - professional education

        6% - secondary school
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Our audience are modern, 
purposeful, well-educated, 
socially active and solvent 
people



As of today, about 5000 people in 
average read our news page daily.

Less than 40% of them are from 
Russia, the rest are (in descending 
order) from Europe, Asia, North 
America, South America, Africa, 
Australia and Oceania
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Advertising on ScandiNews channel

Commercial advertising in our films and stories should be discussed individually

Product placement in our films is discussed individually and includes:

-          Individual specification clearly indicating advertiser’s targets and interests

-          Individual film scenario, demonstrating the efficiency of brand integration in a 
specific piece of work

-          Controlled quality of brand integration on all stages (writing, filming)

-          Video material review and correction if needed (including re-filming)

Any legitimate business activity can be integrated in ScandiNews films: hotels, travel 
companies, clothes, food and drinks producers, biological food additives producers, 
restaurants, entertainment, automobiles, internet, etc.



Adverts on ScandiNews.fi

Sponsorship of headings, promo-articles – should be discussed individually

Multimedia advertising (music, video) (iPhone, iPad, PC versions) +10%

Banner (300x250) €150/month

Banner on front page (300x600) €210/month

Promotional contests - from €500

Additional services:

-          Designers

-          Video editors

-          Photographers

-          Video-operators and producers

-          Programmers



For advertisement requests please contact Helsinki office:  Mechelininkatu 13, 00100 Helsinki Finland

      ru eng                                     Natalia Tolmacheva, Marketing Director 
tolmacheva@scandinews.fi  
ru fi                                         Natalia Erchova, Project Director 
    erchova@scandinews.fi 
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